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AbstractTillamook County is a rural county straddling the Northern Oregon Coast Rangewith the majority of the local economy based around agriculture, timber, tourism, andfishing. As part of Tillamook County’s mission statement, they strive“to enhance the qualityof life for its citizens by promoting and preserving public health and safety, maintaining astable economy, encouraging wise use of resources, and providing services in the mostefficient and cost-effective manner possible.” To that end, Tillamook County, TillamookCounty Economic Development Council (TCEDC), Portland State University, Oregon StateUniversity, and Tetra Tech have undergone an evaluation and technology assessmentprocess to determine a sustainable, economically-viable, and socially-acceptable pilotinstallation capable of dealing with the large amount of biodegradable waste produced bythe timber and dairy industries. This survey provides a technology assessment andrecommendations regarding three potential technologies: thermophilic composting,gasification/pyrolysis, and direct incineration. Each of these technologies have strengthsand weaknesses in dealing with the three waste streams (manure, bovine carcasses, andtimber slash), and this analysis works as a decision-making guide for choosing the propertechnology or array of technologies to dispose of Tillamook County’s biodegradable waste.
IntroductionDriving this assessment is Tillamook County’s need to better manage the largestreams of biodegradable waste generated from two of its largest industries: timber anddairy farming.  The three primary waste products under evaluation for an environmentally-conscious, economically-feasible waste management and treatment program are manure,timber slash, and bovine carcasses. These three primary waste streams are currently dealtwith utilizing low-cost, standard practices of disposal. Manure from dairy operations island-applied to grazing paddocks and naturally decomposed as a fertilizer. Timber slash ispiled up at the harvesting site and burned in open fires. The bovine carcasses need to beremoved immediately, and they are currently shipped a considerable distance to belandfilled.The dairy industry in Tillamook consists of 110 local dairies with a herd ofapproximately 32,000 milking cows. This herd produces an estimated 233 million gallons,or 96,000 dry tons of manure per annum[1].  With this large herd, bovine mortalities are adaily occurrence and disposal of the carcasses averages 1,739 tons per year. Timber slashis the remnants discarded in the timber harvesting process which is estimated at 24,000tons per year.This assessment will help guide Tillamook County’s next steps: determining themost appropriate and mature technologies to explore in-depth with the focus on a pilot-scale facility capable of showing a proof-of-concept for a larger scale plant sometime in thefuture.
Technology Assessment FrameworkBecause of the myriad of technologies and choices available in the treatment anddisposition of these various biodegradable wastes, it becomes prudent to utilize a decisionmaking implement to guide our survey and assessment process. Technology Assessment(TA) was formalized through the creation of the United States Office of TechnologyAssessment in the late 1960’s. This Office understood that “Congress needed an earlierawareness, an earlier warning, and an earlier understanding of what might be the social,economic, political, ethical and other consequences of the introduction of a new technologyinto the society or a substantial expansion of an existing technology.” Since then,researchers, governments, and businesses have expanded upon the concepts and ideas oftechnology assessment, creating a highly active field of research and methodologysurrounding the principles [2].Various technological frameworks have arisen from over four decades of researchand publications related to technology assessment and were categorized by T.A. Tran andT. Daim [2] into methodologies for assessing public decision-making, and business andnon-governmental domains. The public decision making domain included methodologiessuch as: emerging TA, environmental and integrated TA, decision analysis, risk assessment,scenario analysis, impact analysis, and structural modeling and system dynamics. Thebusiness and non-governmental domain was consolidated into: mathematicalmodels/synthesis model, information monitoring/surveying, scenario analysis and Delphi,
roadmapping, technology measurement, decision analysis, and cost-benefit analysis. As youcan see, there is significant overlap in the two domains as the evolution of the researchbuilt systems of analysis compatible with multiple circumstances and scenarios, many ofwhich could be reused across the domains to reasonable effect.For our case, business criteria as well as social and governmental constraints will beimportant factors in determining recommendations on technology adoption. To contendwith the often incalculable complexities involved in technology assessment and itsincorporation into a social, political, and environmental context, researchers begandevising methodologies to incorporate various perspectives into the technologyassessment process. They became commonly categorized as multiple-perspectiveanalyses[3]. Multiple perspective analysis has led to the development of some commontreatments, such as PEST analysis (short for Political, Economic, Social, and Technological).This macro-environmental framework proposes that technology assessments be conductedby evaluating the overlying program and desired potential outcomes against the inherentweightings and biases of these varied, often conflicting perspectives. This provides a richer,more structured analysis than might be conducted ad-hoc, and a potentially moreinsightful, inclusive result than a mathematical model that “cannot prove that a model givesthe most useful or correct representation of reality [3].”The PEST tool is just that, a tool, and as such it can be modified or tailored to aspecific set of criteria or needs. Various derivatives have been designed to provide abroader range of perspectives often missing in the limited scope of simple political,economic, social and technological analysis. Common derivatives add additionalperspectives including: legal, environmental, demographic, ethics, and regulatory. Thisresults in a constellation of various multiple perspective analysis techniques such asPESTEL, SLEPT, STEEPLE, and STEEPLED[4].When evaluating criteria for analysis, it is important to “identify narrower contextsand focus research questions around feasible and meaningful regional contexts [5].”Because of this need to focus, we have chosen a slight modification of the PEST analysisframework to include the environmental perspective into our review. Furthermore, we’vedecided that addressing the complexities of the political realities between the businesses,county, cities, state, and federal agencies is beyond the scope and capacity of this projectgiven itslimited duration. This leaves us with the perspectives of Technological,Environmental, Social, and Economic that we will evaluate against the three potentialtechnologies (composting, gasification, and incineration) and how they might be leveragedto successfully integrate into Tillamook County’s waste treatment goals.
Technology IntroductionEach technology will have an introductory section describing the technology andhow it is primarily used, and how it would play a role in fulfilling the needs of TillamookCounty. The introduction will provide a strong overview of each technology but is not initself meant to be an exhaustive description, but rather an overview of the best-practicesand known commercialized products within each technology spectrum.
Inputs &OutputsIn this section we review the various inputs required to operate a given technology.In some cases, the waste streams themselves are the biggest input; in others, additionalfeedstock, fuel, energy, etc. are required to accommodate the technologies function.
Technological FactorsWe continue to build on the technology introduction by reviewing the requirementsof implementing a given technology, and diving into the specifics of the technologiesderivatives. Any additional technology requirements, R&D, preparations, or specializedfacilities or personnel are discussed within this section.Typical technological factors that should be evaluated may include[6]:
 Basic infrastructure level
 Rate of technological change
 Spending on research & development
 Technology incentives
 Legislation regarding technology
 Technology level in your industry
 Communication infrastructure
 Access to newest technology
 Internet infrastructure and penetrationWith the Tillamook project, core technological features involve technology maturity,potential incentives, availability of appropriate land with the proper size and drainage, aswell as the ability to maintain and operate the technology long-term.
Technology ReadinessTechnology readiness refers to theassessment of a given technology fordeployment or commercialization; whatstage a technology is in and its maturity.Many organizations including theDepartment of Homeland Security,Department of Energy, and NASA havebegun utilizing technology readiness levelsranging from simple meters anddescriptions to complex spreadsheets foranalyzing the readiness of a giventechnology[7], [8], [9].NASA has created just such a scalewith the “Technology Readiness LevelCalculator”which we will be using for ourassessment. This scale consists of nineTechnology Readiness Levels (TRL) withlevel one being the most immature state,and level nine being “flight proven” [9].With the Tillamook County project,available funds for implementation are at a Figure 1 - NASA Technology Readiness Level
minimum and any technology or construction of a pilot waste treatment facility must behighly mature. As such, any technology that is not firmly into stage 8, or more preferably inthe highly commercialized stage 9should not be evaluated further.
Environmental FactorsLooking at this generically, factors that might be under consideration whenevaluating environmental impacts include [6]:
 Weather
 Climate change
 Laws regulating environment pollution
 Air and water pollution
 Recycling
 Waste management
 Attitudes toward “green” or ecological products
 Endangered species
 Attitudes toward and support for renewable energyWith reducing the environmental impact in a sustainable manner being a primarytarget for this endeavor, environmental factors and perspectives are important. This canpotentially include anything from reductions in carbon dioxide, or air pollution, topollutants and undesirable pathogens entering the water table. With certain technologies,power might be generated offsetting carbon usage from other sources. Others createbiofuels that can be utilized to operate fleet vehicles on fuels like biogas and compressednatural gas. It is important to understand the key environmental impacts of the currentpractices and juxtapose those against the new technologies. In certain political and socialscenarios, these factors may outweigh economic of fiscal concerns if the source ofenvironmental disturbance is severe [6].
Social FactorsTrying to determine all the social factors that might impede or sway a project cancreate a nearly inexhaustible list depending on the type, scale, and impact of a givenproject. Common factors for review include[6]:
 Health consciousness
 Education level
 Attitudes toward imported goods and services
 Attitudes toward work, leisure, career and retirement
 Attitudes toward product quality and customer service
 Attitudes toward saving and investing
 Emphasis on safety
 Lifestyles
 Buying habits
 Religion and beliefs
 Attitudes toward “green” or ecological products
 Attitudes toward and support for renewable energy
 Population growth rate
 Immigration and emigration rates
 Age distribution and life expectancy rates
 Sex distribution
 Average disposable income level
 Social classes
 Family size and structure
 MinoritiesFor this particular project, social factors are going to center around the public’sacceptance of the facility, potential odors, and changes in local jobs (potential reduction intransportation, increase in operations staffing, etc.).







 Stage of business cycle
 Credit availability
 Trade flows and patterns




 Stock market trends
 Weather
 Climate changeWorking with the Tillamook project presents a complex interweaving of existingeconomic and business relationships between over 100 dairy farms, hauling companies,logging companies, and government agencies. Mix that with possible subsidies or incentiveprograms, difficulty quantifying return per technology, and the constant fluctuation in oiland gas prices accounting for a large swing in cost-estimations, and it becomes difficult toaccurately target the specific economic return. Rather than do a complete treatment, whichshould be conducted in a later, more in-depth analysis of the finalist technologies, we willsimply review the economic viability and basic costs structure involved in operating eachtechnology. This will lay a strong foundation for future evaluation and study.
SummaryOur final section within each technology provides a brief summary of the findingsand a recommendation on whether or not each technology should be investigated further,and some potential caveats or reasoning why one technology might be useful in certainscenarios or in partnership with another technology.
Thermophilic Composting
Technology IntroductionSimply put, compost is organic matter that has been decomposed by aerobicorganisms; hence composting is the process through which aerobic microorganisms breakdown organic materials into simpler, biologically stable forms[10]. The most commonlycomposted materials are yard debris, wood waste, manure, and food waste. Compostingcan take place naturally with little or no human involvement, or it can be actively managedto speed the decomposition process and optimize the qualities of the end product.Composting can be done with a very small amount of organic material or expanded to alarge-scale composting operation that utilizes a significant amount of land and can processhundreds of thousands of tons of organic waste annually.Given the cost to operate a large-scale composting operation, there must be value indoing so. In fact, there are many benefits to composting as well as the use of the finalcomposted product. Since much of the material that is composted would have ended up in alandfill, one benefit of composting is the reduction of needed landfill space which has beenof increasing concern [11]. Another important issue regarding landfilling of organicmaterials is the formation of methane, a greenhouse gas and considerable contributor toglobal warming [12]. A properly managed composting process can significantly reduce theamount of methane gas formed during decomposition of organic materials that may haveotherwise been released into the atmosphere.In addition to these environmental benefits, the resulting compost can be used inhorticulture, agriculture, land development, and farming to improve soil condition andcomposition, resulting in better aeration and water retention while helping to reducetopsoil erosion [13]. Improvement in soil tilth and fertility through amendment withcompost provides plant roots with better access to nutrients and minerals for healthygrowth [14]. In addition, quality compost can boost microbial activity and also supply astable form of nitrogen to plants that is less susceptible to leaching into water supplies[15].
Basics of CompostingAs previously mentioned, composting is the aerobic decomposition of organicmaterials into a soil-like substance called compost (stabilized organic matter). During thecomposting process, bacteria, fungi, and other microorganisms reduce complex organiccompounds into simpler substances [16]. The process is exothermic and in addition to heatproduces carbon dioxide, water, minerals, and compost [16]. The heat generated during thedecomposition process is important for the destruction of pathogens and weed seeds [JS6].Raw materials or compost feedstocks are broken down at faster rates when conditions thatencourage growth of microorganisms are established and maintained [16].The first condition to be optimized when composting is the mix of organic materialsneeded to support microbial activity and growth. These materials or feedstock should be ofappropriate size and structure to ensure sufficient oxygen and moisture can be supplied tothe microorganisms during composting [16]. The choice and mixture of materials must alsobe appropriate to provide microbes with the correct ratio of carbon (energy and cellgrowth) and nitrogen (cell growth and function) [16]. Since microbes are more active in
warmer temperatures, this is also an important factor when composting. Once conditionsare optimized, then it is important to monitor and maintain them as best possible.Composting starts once the correct materials are blended together and nature takesaction [10]. As microorganisms consume or use material in the decomposition process, it isimportant to replace them to maintain the ideal conditions. This may require the additionof more carbon and nitrogen containing materials (feedstock), water, and introduction ofoxygen by aerating or turning the pile. If these conditions are not maintained, then thecomposting process may slow or stop altogether, emit offensive odors, and/or convert toanaerobic digestion rather than aerobic decomposition [16].The composting process can be divided into three phases based on the temperatureof the decomposing material [17]. The duration of each stage is highly dependent onconditions and feedstock materials. During the first mesophilic phase, microorganismsstart the decomposition process by consuming readily available sugars and starchesresulting in the generation of carbon dioxide and energy in the form of heat [17]. Thisphase is also marked by explosive growth of bacteria and fungi as pile temperature steadilyincreases to over 100°F.This mesophilic phase usually lasts only a few days and then will transition to thethermophilic phase where pile temperature may soar to over 150°F while microorganismsactively breakdown proteins, fats, and cellulose [17]. This phase may last days, weeks, ormonths depending on the size and composition of the ingredients. Towards the end of thethermophilic phase, the pile temperature will start to decrease as decomposition slows.The remaining material is comprised of lignin, humus, and other resistantcompounds that will take much longer to decompose [17]. This is where composting entersthe final mesophilic phase known as the curing or maturation phase. Pile temperature isunder 100°F at the start of this phase and will continue to decrease over several monthsuntil no more heat is being generated. It is at this point that the composting process, formost intents and purposes, is considered complete [16].
Composting MethodsAlthough the decomposition microbiology remains the same, there are differentmethods utilized for large-scale composting depending on the material to be compostedand resources available. The different methods have varying levels of process complexityand maintenance, operational and capital costs, space requirements, and processing time.The following sections briefly describe the most prevalent composting methods for large-scale operations.
Windrow CompostingWindrow composting is one of the most common methods used in large-scalecomposting operations [18]. Feedstock that has been processed to an acceptable particlesize and moisture content, and then blended according to a recipe in order to achieve thecorrect carbon to nitrogen ratio, is piled in long rows (windrows). These windrows areperiodically turned using mechanized equipment to aerate the decomposing materials andkeep aerobic microbes active. Turning limits anaerobic microbial activity and keeps theaerobic decomposition rate high thereby minimizing the overall composting time [16].During the thermophilic stage of composting, oxygen is consumed more rapidly which
requires more frequent turning of the windrows[10]. Later, during the curing ormaturation phase, the windrows require less frequent aeration.Large-scale composting operations generally use one of two popular types ofwindrow turning equipment [19]. The most common is designed to straddle a windrowand incorporates a rotating drum with flails that aerate and break composting materialsinto smaller pieces as the equipment moves down the length of the windrow. This drum-style turner is manufactured in a variety of sizes, allowing windrows up to 12 feet high and20 feet wide. They can either be pulled by a tractor or self-propelled, but open spaces mustbe left between the windrows to provide room for the equipment to operate.The second type of equipment regularly used is called an elevating-face compostturner. This machine has a wide sloping conveyor with vanes that lift the compost up andover the top to completely invert the material. Since this method conveys all the materialover the top of the equipment as it moves along, open space between windrows is notrequired [19]. This allows for more compost to be processed in less space, and is oftenreferred to as the extended (continuous) stack windrow method. Compost materials can bepiled up to 10 feet high and can cover the entire area available for composting.Although windrow composting requires more labor to keep materials aeratedcompared to other methods, it is still considered to be the least expensive method per tonof compost [18]. It is also a very easy operation to setup since there are no special facilityengineering requirements. Since the system is managed manually, it is possible to adjustmixture ratios by adding carbon or nitrogen rich materials, regulate moisture content, andchange the turning frequency. On the other hand, this method requires good processcontrol to prevent undesirable emissions and odors. Also, since the windrows are exposed,birds or other scavengers may become a nuisance, and the process will need adjustment tocompensate for changes in seasonal temperatures and precipitation.
Aerated Static PilesAerated static piles (ASP) are similar to windrows, but they are not turned to aeratethe composting material. Instead, air is forced through the piles using a network of aerationtubes or through a grated surface over which the pile is placed. A layer of large wood chipsseveral inches thick is often used as a base separating the piping and the feedstock tofacilitate an even flow of air up through the base of the pile [20]. Large wood chips areagain used as bulking agents throughout the pile to provide the porosity needed to ensureeven and consistent airflow.Odor and emissions control is more easily accomplished when using the ASPmethod since air coming from the pile can be directed into a biofilter which uses moistorganic materials to adsorb and then biologically degrade odorous compounds[16].Covering static piles with finished compost or wood chips further improves odor control.Wood chips used as bulking agents and pile coverings are often not completelydecomposed during the process so these are screened out and reused after thethermophilic composting phase [20].Since mechanical agitation and mixing of materials is not regularly done during theASP process, it is not commonly used for materials that need to breakdown physically asthis would significantly increase decomposition time [20]. Therefore, it is often used forcomposting biosolids or feedstocks of similar consistency or homogeneity. If larger organicmaterials are to be composted using this method, then it is recommended to use a chipper,
shredder, or other device to break the material into smaller pieces before piling. The ASPmethod is an ideal process for the final curing phase of composting since larger particleshave already been degraded or removed via screening.The mix of compost feedstocks must be carefully planned when using the ASPmethod because additional materials cannot be mixed into the pile after formation toadjust carbon or nitrogen levels. However, it is common to automate the control of otherkey process variables such as moisture level, aeration, and pile temperature which reducesthe labor required for this composting process. The design and construction of an ASPsystem is much more complex and costly compared to windrow composting, and alsorequires a higher operational skill due to the addition of automation and controls [18]. Dueto these factors, the composting cost per ton can be significantly higher than windrowcomposting.Another added benefit to the aerated static pile method is that it generally requiresless land than windrow composting since leaving space for turning equipment is notrequired[18]. This makes it more feasible to place the ASP composting process under a roofor in an enclosed building, which is extremely beneficial when considering tight control oftemperature, moisture, odors, and potential nuisances such as birds or other scavengers.Obviously, enclosing the operation within a partially or fully enclosed building greatlyincreases the initial cost of starting a large scale ASP operation, but this may be necessarywhen considering composting certain potentially odorous materials such as carcasses,meat, or food scraps in a location where surrounding residents may be sensitive to suchconditions.An alternative to constructing permanent structures is to cover the compost pileswith sheets of specialized fabric. Since the composting process generates a significantamount of water vapor and carbon dioxide, these coverings are made of waterproof,breathable fabrics to allow these byproducts to escape [18]. Use of this material protectspiles from scavengers, precipitation, wind, and other environmental conditions makingprocess control simpler. Manufacturers of these fabrics also claim that the coverings trapodors in the condensate that forms on the inside of the membrane, which is thenreabsorbed in the material rather than released into the air [18]. Covering static piles does,however, raise the cost of composting due to the high cost of the coverings and windingequipment used to move them.
In-vessel CompostingAlthough, technically speaking, enclosed aerated static pile (fabric cover)composting is considered in-vessel composting, for our purposes in-vessel composting willrefer to vessels that operate automatically to compost organic materials. In-vesselcomposting equipment comes in a variety of designs and sizes, but all perform the samebasic functions. Mixed compostable material is fed into the vessel, and then an automatedcontrol system monitors and adjusts the process conditions to keep them in the optimalrange. The system continuously monitors things such as moisture and oxygen levels, andcan then add water to the pile or agitate the material to break it into smaller pieces andintroduce air to the aerobic microorganisms. Composting can be greatly accelerated byusing this method since all process parameters are very tightly controlled and can be easilyadjusted [18].
Another important benefit to using in-vessel composting is the superior odorcontrol achieved. Since the system is fully contained, all gases and liquids from the processcan be captured or treated. In the case of gases, the air circulating through the vessel caneasily be directed to a biofilter, air scrubber, or thermal oxidation process. Liquid leachatecan be recycled back into the system to keep composting materials moist, or it can besprayed on biofilter media to keep it wet. The ability to control odor emissions means thismethod is ideally suited for composting materials that may otherwise create issues forthose in close proximity to the composting site. Such materials include food waste,livestock mortalities, and biosolids [21].Similarly to covered aerated static piles, in-vessel composting reduces the impact ofenvironmental changes on the composting process and requires less land when comparedto windrow composting. Automated processing requires less manpower to operate thesystem and also reduces operator exposure to composting materials. The major drawbackto this type of system is the high cost of purchasing and installing the equipment. Inaddition, the complexity of the controls and automated equipment requires a higher skilllevel to operate and maintain. For these reasons, in-vessel composting is generallyreserved for wastes that are difficult or problematic to break down [18].
Inputs& Outputs
Composting Inputs
Composting RecipeThe composting recipe is a critical input to quickly and efficiently breaking downfeedstock materials while minimizing generation of odors and flammable gases. The recipewill also influence the quality and usefulness of the finished compost [16]. Essentially, therecipe defines the mix of ingredients and process steps that will be used to compost specificmaterials or feedstocks. The following variables are all important inputs to the compostingprocess that are defined by the recipe: type of feedstocks, carbon to nitrogen ratio, mixtureor blend of materials, particle size, oxygen level, moisture level, composting temperature,composting time, and the method and tools used [20]. These inputs will be described inmore detail in the following paragraphs.
FeedstockEfficient composting requires more than simply heaping organic materials into apile. In fact, the attributes of the specific materials to be composted will significantlyinfluence the entire process. Generally, a site or operation is setup to compost one or moreprimary raw materials. The properties of those primary materials will determine, to a greatextent, what composting method will be used, what equipment is required, and what othermaterials need to be mixed with the primary feedstock for optimal pile composition andstructure. Attributes of the primary feedstock that will make the largest influence on yourcomposting operation are carbon/nitrogen ratio, particle size, andmoisture content [16].Addition of one or more secondary feedstocks can help to bring the structure andcomposition of the overall compost pile into the correct balance. Mixing in carbon ornitrogen-rich materials is common practice to bring the C:N ratio into the desired range.Feedstock materials that are too large can be chopped, shredded, or ground to reduce
particle size. This is done to maximize the exposed surface area for quicker decomposition.Particles between ½ inch and 2 inches are ideal to allow sufficient aeration, while smallerparticles may pack together making it necessary to add bulking agents to create space forair in the pile [16]. Straw, wood chips, and corn stalks are examples of bulking materialsthat can be used to increase carbon content and add porosity to the pile.Moisture content is also a critical parameter of composting consideringmicroorganisms need both water and oxygen to decompose organic materials [16]. Ifmoisture level is too low, then microbial activity slows or stops. Conversely, high moisturelevels can reduce the amount of air spaces in the pile, which can slow decomposition orlead to anaerobic microbial activity. Slurries or liquids containing solids may require pre-processing to reduce liquid content before composting. These materials can be separatedthrough a variety of methods, or liquids can be combined with large volumes of bulkingmaterials which can absorb a portion of the liquid and provide porosity in the pile. In allcases, it is important to ensure a homogeneous mix of materials, moisture, and oxygenthroughout the pile for efficient composting [16].
Carbon/Nitrogen RatioDuring composting, microbes consume carbon and nitrogen that are in the organicfeedstocks for energy and growth [16]. These elements need to be available in the properproportion for efficient thermophilic composting [18]. This has been studied repeatedly,and most will agree that the ideal proportion of carbon to nitrogen is somewhere between25:1 and 35:1 depending on feedstock and methods used. If the compost mixture is toohigh in carbon, then decomposition will occur very slowly or may stop altogether. If thematerials are too high in nitrogen, then oxygen will be consumed very quickly which canresult in anaerobic bacteria taking over and creating foul odors.
MoistureMicroorganismsneed water to support theirmetabolic processes and tohelp themmove and multiply [18].The ideal moisture content range for composting is said to be 40 –60% [16]. If the moisture level is below 40%, then microbial activity slows, and all activitywill cease when below 15%. When moisture levels exceed 65%, water displaces air in thepile leading to anaerobic conditions, odors, and slower decomposition. Initial pileconditions can be adjusted as necessary by adding water or by separating liquids and/orintegrating bulking agents. Since evaporation and precipitation can change moisture levelsduring composting, it is also important to monitor and adjust these levels throughout theprocess.
OxygenThe aerobic microorganisms that breakdown organic materials during compostingneed oxygen to produce energy, breakdown materials, and grow[18]. These organismsrequire oxygen levels greater than 5% to sustain microbial life [22]. If conditions lead tolevels less than this, then these aerobes die off and anaerobic organisms take over. Whenthis happens, decomposition slows by as much as 90% [22]. As stated previously, particlesize and pile porosity contribute to oxygen availability within compost piles. Oxygen isconsumed during the decomposition process, and particle size is reduced which in-turnreduces pile porosity. Air must be reintroduced into the pile during composting to maintain
sufficient levels of oxygen for sustainment of microbial activity. This is done by turning oragitating the compost pile, or by forcing air through the pile with blowers.
TemperatureMetabolic decomposition of organic matter is an exothermic (heat-producing)reaction, and therefore is a good indicator of the composting process [16]. Temperaturesbetween 90°F and 140°F indicate good microbial activity and decomposition rates, whilelower temperatures may indicate a slowing of the composting process [22]. Temperaturesabove 140°F reduce the activity of most organisms which is not desirable, and sustainedtemperatures above 160°F will cause the microbes to die off and may also pose a risk ofspontaneous combustion [16]. Temperature can be regulated to some extent by controllingair flow in aerated static piles or by turning of piles or windrows to release some of theheat within.
Composting OutputsHeat is generated and given off during composting, but the temperatures areinsufficient for sustained power generation. Some small farmers and home compostershave devised novel methods for capturing some of the heat given off and used it to heatwater or enclosed spaces such as greenhouses. For the large-scale compost operation,arranging and moving heat recovery systems each time a pile is built or turned is likely toadd more cost than it is worth. This is not to say that operations that use buildings orenclosures as vessels don’t benefit from the heat that is generated. This heat is likely awelcome thing during cold winter months, but may also cause problems during hotsummers.In addition to heat, water vapor is given off in copious amounts during composting.If captured, this vapor may be condensed and used for a variety of purposes includingadding it back to compost piles or biofilters. Unfortunately, this raises the same concern astrying to capture heat from compost piles. Unless composting is done in a vessel, it wouldbe difficult to capture this moisture without the use of specialized equipment, and then theequipment would likely have to be moved when building or turning piles. Retainingmoisture during composting is one of the benefits of in-vessel composting as this reducesthe amount of water that must be added back to the compost pile.Another output of composting is carbon dioxide gas. This is expelled along withsteam during the composting process. It is possible that small amount of other gases, suchas methane, are generated during the process, but if managed correctly this will be veryminimal. Carbon dioxide has many uses, but is by no means a valuable commodity to beharvested and sold. Although it does contribute to global warming, it is also required byplants for photosynthesis [23]. Interestingly, if mature compost is used to grow larger andmore numerous plants, then these plants will consume more carbon dioxide to offset whatis generated during composting.The most evident output from composting organic materials is the decomposed,stabilized matter called compost. Compost, sometimes called black gold, can be rich inminerals and nutrients such as nitrogen, phosphorous, potassium, manganese, copper, iron,and zinc [22]. It is often used as a slow-release fertilizer in gardens, lawns, and virtuallyanywhere plants grow. Compost attracts earthworms and other soil organisms that helpfurther breakdown materials that release nutrients, and they provide some amount of
aeration in the soil as they burrow underground. Compost also has a neutral pH which canhelp to maintain optimum levels in the soil for nutrient availability to plants [22].Compost is also used to help control erosion due to its porous and absorbentstructure, and it is often used as a soil conditioner to improve soil tilth [22]. It can be addedto clay soils to improve air penetration and surface water drainage. Finished compost alsobenefits sandy soil by enabling it to retain water and nutrients that would otherwise not beretained. Compost is most often mixed with other soils before use to plant and establishturf on sports fields, parks and other areas. As previously indicated using compost reducesthe need for chemical fertilizers and acts a natural disease suppressor, while replacingbeneficial organic materials back into the soil [22]. Composting recipes can be adjusted tocreate compost with specifications to meet a variety of customer needs.
Technological Factors
Land-Use ZoningIn 2013 the Oregon Legislature signed into law additional requirements forapproval of disposal sites for composting [24]. ORS chapter 524 and ORS 215.401 requireapplicants to request in writing a pre-application conference with the county planningdepartment, a representative of the Department of Environmental Quality, any other stateor local agency with authority to approve or deny a permit, and any state or local entitythat would provide wastewater collection and treatment. Also required is a communitymeeting to be held within 60 days after the pre-application conference. This meeting mustbe held in a public location in the county with land use jurisdiction, and must be held on abusiness day or Saturday (non-holiday) with a start time between 6 p.m. and 8 p.m.Notification of the meeting and a brief description of the proposed disposal site must becommunicated by newspaper or other local media in a press release as well as sent to landowners, residents, occupants, and neighborhood or community organizations within one-half mile of the proposed composting site [24].
Permits & LicensesThe United States Environmental Agency Protection Agency states that managementof organic materials is regulated at the state level. This pertains to approval of sitelocations, issuance of permits, and overall management. In the state of Oregon,management of solid waste disposal including composting is managed through the OregonDepartment of Environmental Quality. Within the Oregon DEQ is the Land Quality Divisionwhich manages the Solid Waste Program. Rules regulating Oregon composting facilities canbe found in OAR chapter 340, division 93, 96, and 97. These sections of the OregonAdministrative Rules can be accessed from the Oregon Secretary of State website, andshould be referenced for complete details.In Oregon, DEQ permits are required for large composting facilities or foroperations that compost materials that may pose a risk to human health or theenvironment [25]. Composting facilities operating in conjunction with a Confined AnimalFeeding Operation such as a dairy may be covered under CAFO regulations. OAR 340-096-0060 states that all composting operations processing 100 or more tons of feedstock percalendar year require screening and a composting permit. Operations that process animal
carcasses, meat and other source-separated food waste also require screening and a permitwhen processing 20 or more tons per year or 40+ tons using in-vessel composting [25].The screening process allows the DEQ to determine the level of environmental riskpresented by the composting facility. Operations that pose a low risk will receive a permit,while facilities that pose a greater risk may be required to submit a detailed operationsplan to the DEQ. The operations plan describes how the facility will operate to achieveenvironmental protection for surface water, groundwater, air quality, and also forpathogen reduction [25]. The DEQ will work in conjunction with operations that need todevelop or improve operational plans.In addition to the required DEQ permit, any person who assumes the carcass of adead animal or parts of it for disposal or any use whatsoever, must procure a license fromthe State Department of Agriculture as specified in ORS chapter 601 [26]. An applicationmust be submitted, and then a state officer will meet with applicant at the site where thebusiness is to be conducted to ensure the facility is suitable, sanitary, and conforms to rulesand regulations prescribed by the department. Per ORS 601.110, each place of disposal is tobe inspected annually.
Composting Facility LocationSite selection is an extremely important factor when creating or expanding acomposting facility. Factors such as acreage requirements, location, site characteristics, sitepreparation costs, proximity to business and residential areas, proximity to water, andpotential environmental impacts all need to be considered. Before site selection it is best tounderstand the type and volume of material to be composted so that a determination canbe made for best method to be utilized. The composting method and amount of feedstockwill determine how much land will be needed. It is prudent to plan for expansion of thecomposting facility so it is best to acquire enough land for future growth.Since the purpose of a composting facility is receive, process, and dispose of rawmaterials, the site should be located near the primary feedstock source. Doing this will limitthe cost of transporting raw materials to the compost facility. Consideration of proximity toconsumers of the finished compost is also important, though the mass and volume of thefinished compost can be half that of the incoming raw materials. Roads leading to and fromthe site must be adequate to support heavy loads, and the site itself should allow for easyaccess and movement of semi-trailer trucks.Proximity to residential areas, parks, businesses, and sensitive receptors such asschools, day care, nursing facilities, and hospitals must be carefully evaluated to ensure thefacility does not create issues for the local community. Equipment noise, odors, birds orother vectors, and site aesthetics may all be potential nuisances when located nearpopulated areas. Factors such as prevailing wind direction and velocity should also beevaluated. Although a location far from town may reduce potential complaints, it is alsonecessary to ensure the facility has access to utilities and manpower needed for dailyoperation. Average temperature will also affect the amount of water needed to maintaincompost moisture, and water may also be necessary for dust and fire suppression.Annual rainfall must be considered along with soil characteristics, slope, andtopography when evaluating site locations [20]. The site should be several feet higher thanthe water table to reduce the risk of flooding, and must be located away from sensitivewater sources such as streams, ponds, and wells. To minimize the cost of site preparation
which may include grading and excavation, select land with minimal topography that iswell-drained and has a slight slope to prevent pooling of water. Since large-scalecomposting usually involves large and heavy equipment, be sure to allow sufficientclearance for overhead or underground utilities.
Facility Planning&DesignA well designed composting facility will require thought and consideration. Thedesign and layout will be dependent upon the raw materials and composting method to beused, and it is not uncommon for operations to employ more than one method within onesite. Often, different methods or technologies are complimentary to each other and allow afacility to process multiple types of feedstocks. Once primary feedstocks and methods havebeen determined, it is important to perform mass balance calculations which will give youa much better understanding of weights and volumes of corresponding inputs and outputsfor the operation [20]. Facility capacity, volume and flow of materials, process operations,mixing ratios, and finished compost volume can all be more closely determined bycompleting these calculations.The first step in the composting process is to receive the raw materials. Access tothe facility should be planned to easily accommodate all size and weight of vehiclesexpected for delivery of feedstocks. Many of these vehicles may be very large and difficultto maneuver so sufficient space should be allowed for turning them without interferingwith the flow of other traffic including delivery trucks and employee vehicles. Since it isnecessary to track the volume and weight of materials going into and out of the facility,plans must include weighing stations for trucks. If the facility will be receiving multipletypes of feedstocks, then it is a good idea to separate the drop-off areas to keep similarmaterials together. This will reduce the transportation of feedstock after drop-off andsimplify its management. Vehicles picking up finished compost may also use the same entryand exit points so it is important to plan for the proper quantity and efficient flow ofvehicles including those of employees.If materials come into the facility already separated, then sorting may not berequired. If you are to receive mixed materials, then it is important to include an area forseparating and classifying [20]. This may include screening, hand picking, magneticseparation, or other means of sorting which may be better done inside an enclosed area toprotect workers or automated equipment from the elements. The enclosure can alsoprovide protection against birds and other scavengers, and may allow the exchange of airthrough a biofilter to remove odors as per OAR 340-096-0070(6) and 340-096-0150 [25].In addition to separation, other pre-processing may be necessary to reduce andhomogenize the size of raw material particles [20]. This may include chipping, grinding,shredding, or other means of size reduction. As previously mentioned, size of feedstockparticle plays a key role in decomposition rate and pile porosity.Once materials are received and pre-processed, then it is time to mix themaccordingly to achieve the optimal carbon to nitrogen ratio, moisture content, porosity, etc.This can be done manually or automatically, but space for this procedure or equipmentmust be included in the site design. Finally, it is time to place the prepared materials intovessels, windrows, or static piles for the first phases of composting. If composting is to bedone in windrows or piles, then it is necessary to consider whether to compost on bare soil,gravel, or concrete and also to plan for capture of runoff water and compost leachate as per
OAR 340-040, 340-096-0070, 340-096-0120 and 0130 [25][27]. Regardless of thecomposting method to be utilized, sufficient space must be allowed for the volume ofmaterials to be composted and the equipment needed to manage the composting process. Ifpossible, extra space should always be allotted for process and capacity expansion.Finished compost needs to be cured and matured to prepare it for use by consumers[16]. Regardless of the method used for the initial composting phases, curing is generallydone in piles or windrows [18]. This is done to allow the materials to continuedecomposing, but at a much lower temperature so that worms and other invertebrates canassist in the process [22]. The maturing phase can take as long or longer to complete thanthe aggressive thermophilic phase so more space may be required, but the compostingmaterials will generate less heat, CO2, and steam. Curing takes place just as the initialphases of static pile and turned-windrow composting, so all the same guidelines should befollowed regarding location, spacing, processing, etc.During facility and site planning, keep in mind that each of the compostingprocesses takes place in its own area, and materials need to be easily moved from one areato the next. Therefore, leave enough space for process and transport equipment. Aftercuring of compost it may be beneficial to do a final screening to sort particle size accordingto specifications and remove any inorganic materials or large pieces that were not fullybroken down [22]. Any materials that were not fully decomposed can then be recycled backinto the composting system. The final screening operation will require additional space andprocessing equipment. Unless compost is immediately delivered to consumers, it will needto be stored temporarily. Incorporate the needed storage space and load-out areas into thefacility plan.In addition to all the space required for the composting processes themselves,include plans for additional buildings to house offices, maintenance facilities, storage ofequipment, etc. Once all the necessary buildings, processing areas, and access roads havebeen incorporated into the plan and a layout drawing of the site with these amenities isprepared, then it is essential to design water collection systems to handle non-contactstormwater as well as leachate and other water that comes in contact with compostingmaterials [25][27]. These systems generally comprise a network of drains, pipes, andstorage vessels or ponds to collect and retain water for controlled discharge or treatment.As mentioned previously, refer to OAR 340-040, 340-096-0070, 340-096-0120 and 0130for Oregon rules and regulations [25][27].
Operation PlansIn some cases the DEQ will require a detailed operations plan to ensure compliancewith local, state, and federal laws that pertain to environmental protection [25]. The planoutlines how a facility will operate in accordance to these laws and how they will reduceoverall impact to the environment. The plan also outlines steps to be taken to mitigate risksto the environment, and reaction plans that will be employed in the event of an incident. Inany case, operation plans are helpful to pre-determine and document process inputs,procedures, process control methods, risk management, and record keeping. Included inthe overall operations plan are several key environmental protection policies such assurface and groundwater protection, air quality control, pathogen reduction, and vectorcontrol. If necessary, the DEQ will work with facilities that need to develop or makeimprovements to their operational plans
Pathogen ReductionThere are federal and state regulations that specify critical composting parametersto ensure the reduction of dangerous pathogens for the protection of human health and theenvironment [25]. OAR 340-096-0140 requires all permitted composting facilities todocument and implement a pathogen reduction plan which must include a Process toFurther Reduce Pathogen (PFRP) as detailed in 40 CFR Part 503 Appendix B. Theseregulations require active compost pile temperatures to reach 55 degrees Celsius or higherfor three days when using either in-vessel aerobic composting or static aerated pilecomposting methods. When using the windrow composting method, the temperature of theactive composting pile must be maintained at 55 degrees Celsius or higher for 15 days orlonger, during which time there must be a minimum of five windrow turnings to ensure allmaterials have reached this material.All permitted composting facilities must also test finished compost for verificationof pathogen reduction [25]. Test type and frequency is determined by the type offeedstocks processed and the amount of compost generated. Generally, tests for salmonellaand fecal coliform are performed. Please refer to OAR 340-096-0140 for complete detailsregarding pathogen reduction requirements.
Compost TestingTesting of finished compost is not required by federal or Oregon state laws, butthere is some value in knowing the quality of the compost being generated. Since somenutrients and minerals can be lost during the composting process, testing can givecomposters more information on how the composting process is performing [16]. They canalso provide detailed compost quality information to customers for their use. Testing canmeasure chemical, physical, and biological characteristics of compost. Test parameters mayinclude: percent solids, biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), pH, soluble salt content,soluble nutrient levels (nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium), organic matter content (carbon),particle size, maturity (bioassay), stability (respirometry), trace metal content, andpresence of weed seed and pathogens.
Technology ReadinessHumans have been composting for over 2000 years, but most of what we knowabout the science of composting came about through research performed within the past50 years [22]. Decades of testing and scientific research have increased our knowledge ofhow composting benefits soil, plant growth, and the environment in general. Thisexperience has led to the introduction of a variety of composting methods and technologieswhich are widely used in today’s composting facilities. These methods can be tailored toeffectively break-down all organic waste into useable end-products, and as compostingbecomes increasingly popular, the number of facilities continues to increase rapidly.The science and technology of composting is very mature and well understood. Themethods have been proven and widely used which greatly reduces the risk associated withstarting a new composting facility or operation. Facilities around the world have beenactively composting biosolids, animal mortalities and manure, yard waste, wood waste,food waste, and other organic materials for many years. With proper planning andacquisition of needed resources, composting is a very viable option for the break-down andrecycling of organic waste materials generated by Tillamook’s timber and dairy industries.
Environmental FactorsComposting can have a positive effect on the environment by reducing the amountof landfill space needed for waste disposal, reducing greenhouse gases generated duringanaerobic decomposition, and by adding nutrients back into the soil through the use offinished compost [12]. Amending soil with compost also helps to improve soil conditions,reduce erosion, and decrease the need for addition of synthetic fertilizers for plant growth[16]. According to the EPA, composting treats volatile organic compounds and degradespesticides, preservatives, and both chlorinated and non-chlorinated hydrocarbons. It hasalso been show to bind heavy metal contaminates preventing pollution of water sourcesand absorption by plants [28].Although composting can be very good for the environment, it is not accomplishedwithout some amount of risk. These risks are minimized when managed properly, butcomposting operations can potentially have a negative impact on water and air quality. Toreduce potential issues, the EPA has developed very detailed laws and regulations forcomposters. Included in these laws are methods and guidelines meant to ensure theprotection of air and water quality near the composting facility and also for theenvironment in general. It is very important for composting operations to develop processcontrols and to follow best-practices to reduce potential negative impacts on the localenvironment and its residents.
Social FactorsMany of the environmental factors can also be considered social factors since peoplehave become more aware of the impacts humans have on the global environment. Thisgrowing environmental movement has made waste reduction, recycling, and compostingwidely-accepted and desirable. As such, there is not a lot of opposition to composting, andmost people recognize the benefits of doing so. If problems are to arise concerning large-scale composting, it will likely be due to the concerns of residents and business ownersnear the facility. These concerns may include the appearance and cleanliness of the site,noise generated by equipment and trucks, traffic concerns, odors, or attraction of birds andother scavengers. If managed properly, and when EPA guidelines are followed, these issuesshould be minimized greatly.The positive social aspects of composting are numerous and far reaching. Mostpeople are aware of the environmental benefits, and this has resulted in manyorganizations, communities, and cities taking responsibility for setting up programs tomake recycling and composting simple and easy to do. Partnerships between cities andcomposting facilities have been created to provide teaching opportunities, reduce the loadon landfills, generate a useable end-product, and to create employment opportunities. Thismodel of community awareness, support, and responsibility is growing throughout thecountry and the world.
Economic FactorsThere are a variety of economic factors when considering startup of a large-scalecomposting facility. There is the cost of land and capital equipment, design anddevelopment of facilities, and cost of permits and licenses. There are also operation andmaintenance costs which include utilities, repairs, labor costs, etc. In addition to thesefactors, it is important to consider the availability of raw materials, how they will be
transported, and how much to charge for accepting the materials to be composted. Finishedcompost can be sold, but how much to charge and how to package and deliver the end-product is also an important factor in the overall economic analysis.The cost of building and operating a large composting facility varies greatlydepending on a multitude of factors including feedstocks to be composted, the method tobe used, and the planned capacity of the operation. Although there are many variables thatwill effect capital investment and operation & maintenance costs, a 2009 study by Rob VanHaaren at Columbia University compiles cost information for comparing commonly usedcomposting technologies.In his study, Van Haaren determines the capital and operational cost of differenttypes of composting facilities each with a fixed throughput of 40,000 tons of organicmaterial per year. Capital costs, which are annualized over 15 years at 6% interest, includefacility design, site preparation, building construction, leachate system, and all equipmentand machinery necessary for processing. Included in O&M costs is labor, overhead,machinery and building maintenance, replacement system components, and site lease.Potential revenue from sale of finished compost, which can vary from $10 to $30 per ton,was not taken into account. Table 1 displays capital and O&M costs for each type ofcomposting facility [18]. Table 2 shows the calculated cost per ton for composting usingeach method.
Table 1 – Composting capital cost and operations/maintenance costs by method
Capital and O&M Cost Estimates by Composting MethodWindrowComposting Covered WindrowComposting Rotary Drum, In-Vessel CompostingCapital Cost $3,492,500 $7,350,000 $6,272,000O&M Cost (annual) $473,000 $885,000 $5,200,000
Table 2 – Composting cost per ton by method
Estimated Composting Cost by Composting MethodWindrow Composting Covered WindrowComposting Rotary Drum, In-VesselComposting$22 per ton $42 per ton $147 per tonIn the state of Oregon, the fees charged for review of operation plan and annualcompliance checks are dependent on the amount of feedstock received by the facilityannually [29]. Current DEQ registration fees for new composting facilities and renewalsinclude $150 for environmental risk screening, $500 engineering review (if required), andbetween $500 and $5,000 for operation plan review and approval. Table 3 shows thereview/approval fee schedule by annual volume received. Annual permit and compliancefees for composting operations are also dependent on volume of feedstock receivedannually [29]. Table 4 shows the annual compliance fee schedule by volume received. Ifanimal carcasses or parts of animals are to be received for composting, then a license mustbe obtained from the Oregon Department of Agriculture. The cost of this license is $50 peryear.
Table 3 – Compost Facility Approval Fee
Oregon Compost Facility Plan Review/Approval Fee ScheduleReceiving between >100 and <3,500 tons per year $500Receiving between >3,500 and <7,500 tons per year $750Receiving between >7,500 and <10,000 tons per year $1,000Receiving between >10,000 and <50,000 tons per year $2,000Receiving between >50,000tons per year $5,000
Table 4 – Compost Facility Compliance Fees
Oregon Compost Facility Annual Compliance Fee ScheduleReceiving between >100 and <3,500 tons per year $100Receiving between >3,500 and <7,500 tons per year $500Receiving between >7,500 and <50,000 tons per year $1,000Receiving between >50,000tons per year $5,000
SummaryComposting is an extremely viable option for the decomposition and recycling oforganic materials from Tillamook County’s timber and dairy industries. This is a well-developed and widely-used technology that is proven to be effective for multiple types oforganic waste, and therefore is a level 9 technology on the TRL (Technology ReadinessLevel) scale. Not only is it socially acceptable, but it is also environmentally friendly andeconomically feasible. A large composting facility would benefit Tillamook County byhelping them dispose of large amounts of organic waste while creating jobs and saleablecompost.More analysis should be performed to determine the best suited compostingmethod or combination of methods for the Tillamook County waste streams. Collection ofinformation regarding weather patterns, water tables, flood considerations and the likemust be considered when selecting a composting technology for wet environments such asthe Oregon coast. With the proper planning and facility design, composting can meet therequirements defined by Tillamook County for disposal of industrial organic wastes.
Gasification, Pyrolysis
Technology IntroductionGasification is a process that converts organic or fossil fuel based carbonaceousmaterials into carbon monoxide, hydrogen and carbon dioxide[30]. This process isachieved by reacting the material at high temperatures (1292°F) without combustion, witha controlled amount of oxygen and/or steam. The resulting mixture is then called syngas orproducer gas and is itself a fuel. The power derived from gasification and combustion of theresultant gas is considered to be a source of renewable energy if the gasified compoundswere obtained from biomass such as wood slash[31].Pyrolysis, on the other hand, is a thermochemical decomposition of organic materialat elevated temperatures in the absence of oxygen (or any halogen)[32]. This processinvolves simultaneous change of chemical composition and physical phase, and isirreversible. Pyrolysis is a type of thermolysis, and is most commonly observed in organicmaterials exposed to high temperatures. It is one of the processes involved in charringwood, starting at 390-570 °F. Pyrolysis of organic substances is known to produce gas andliquid products, and a solid residue called char which is rich in carbon[32].Pyrolysis and gasification both turn wastes into energy rich fuels by heating thewaste under controlled conditions[33]. Both of these processes offer more scope forrecovering products from waste than incineration. From waste gasification, it is feasible toproduce hydrogen, which many see as an increasingly valuable resource. While this type ofrecycling is rarely economically attractive under current market conditions, thesetechnologies do offer the scope for increasing recycling rates to achieve governmenttargets or address environmental concerns[33].
Gasification ProcessThe gasification reaction is a partial combustion at high temperatures yielding amixture of carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, methane, water, and contaminantsincluding tar and particulate matter[34]. These gases can be burnt in a boiler or a propaneburner as it is produced. Depending on reactor conditions, these products may not be inequilibrium and there may also be residual char. The necessary reaction temperatures arereadily obtained by using oxygen or air as the oxidant, with the reaction between oxygenand carbon being exothermic (chemical reaction that releases heat).Alternatively steam may be used as the oxidant, but an external heat source isrequired since the steam/carbon reaction is endothermic (reaction that absorbs energyfrom its surroundings in the form of heat). With air-blown gasifiers, the product gas isdiluted with substantial quantities of nitrogen. This lowers the heating value of the gas andis an inert burden in subsequent process operations. Therefore, use of high temperatureand a controlled amount of oxygen will break down organic materials into a gaseousproduct known as synthesis gas. Synthesis gas consists primarily of hydrogen (H2) andcarbon monoxide (CO), with traces of carbon dioxide (CO2), methane, tar, and ash[34].
Pyrolysis ProcessPyrolysis is a process that utilizes high temperature (around 932°F) in the absenceof oxygen to decompose organic materials[32]. The rate at which heat transfer takes place
dictates the amount of char or pyrolysis oil that is produced. When the heat transfer rate isfast, or at least 1022°F per second, the production of pyrolysis oil, or bio-oil, is favored[32].
Inputs& OutputsGasification operates at a higher temperature range to pyrolysis, with the additionof an oxidant (either oxygen or air) and the outputs from a pyrolysis plant may be fed intothis process. Gasification of organic derived waste will produce a gas which can becombusted to generate electricity and a char which usually requires disposal if no marketsare available. The gasification consists of four processes[35]:1. Drying - by using heat (supplied by burning some of the wood), water evaporatesfrom the wood.2. Pyrolysis - above 518°F (heat supplied by burning some of the wood) the woodstructure breaks apart chemically. Charcoal/char and tar-oil gases are created.3. Combustion (oxidation) - (with a limited/controlled supply of air, this process isalso referred to as “flaming pyrolysis” in a gasifier). Part of the carbon (char) isoxidized (burned) to form carbon dioxide (CO2), and hydrogen (H) is oxidized toform water (H2O). A lot of heat is released, which is necessary for the next step.4. Reduction - In the reduction area several key conversions take place, and theserequire significant heat. Carbon (char) reacts with carbon dioxide and converts tocarbon monoxide. Carbon also reacts with water, “stealing” an energy atomproducing carbon monoxide and hydrogen gases. Some of the char also binds withhydrogen to create methane, and some carbon monoxide reacts with hydrogen toform methane plus water[35].
Inputs and Outputs of Pyrolysis ProcessPyrolysis, which often incorporates gasification, works best when the input waste iscarbon-rich, preferable sorted or pre-sorted[36]. Best results are obtained from singlestream wastes such as sewage sludge, plastics, wood, tires, or agricultural wastes. Thepyrolysis process produces a liquid residue and gaseous output, which may be combustedto generate electricity. A solid slag is also produced which may require disposal oradditional processing.
Technological FactorsGasification can recover the energy locked in biomass and municipal solid waste,converting those materials into valuable products and eliminating the need for incinerationor landfilling. Biomass can also be blended with coal as a feedstock for electricitygeneration to lower its carbon footprint[37].Gasification is a reliable and flexible technology that converts carbon-containingmaterials, including waste and biomass, into electricity and other valuable products, suchas chemicals, fuels, substitute natural gas, and fertilizers. Current developments in thechemical manufacturing and petroleum refinery industries show that use of gasificationfacilities to produce synthesis gas will continue to rise[38].Gasification does not involve combustion (burning), but instead uses little or nooxygen or air to convert carbon-based materials directly into synthetic gas, or syngas[37].Syngas is the immediate product that makes gasification so unique and different fromcombustion. The gasification process breaks these materials down to the molecular level,
so impurities like nitrogen, sulfur, and mercury can be easily removed and sold as valuableindustrial commodities.There are three different types of gasifiers: fixed bed, fluid bed, and entrained flowgasifiers.
Fixed Bed GasifiersThe two main types of fixed bed gasifiers are updraft and downdraft gasifiers[39].The updraft fixed bed gasifier is the simplest one; the biomass is fed from the top, theoxidizing agent from the bottom and the gas leaves through the top of the gasifier (Figure2). In downdraft fixed bed gasifier the biomass and the oxidizing agent are fed into the topor from the sides and the gas leaves at the bottom of the reactor (Figure 3). It faceslimitations in scaling (up to 1 MWel) and it has no flexibility with the fuel[39].
Figure 2 - Updraft Fixed Bed Gasifier Figure 3 - Downdraft Fixed Bed Gasifier
Fluidized bed gasifiersThe principle of fluidized bed is thatair is passing up through the reactor, whichis filled with the bed material, and at a pointthe pressure drop of the air will equal thegravitational force of the particles[39]. Atthis point the particles become suspendedand are termed fluidized.Fluidized beds usually use quartzsand as a bed material, but other bedmaterials can be applied. The sand bedenhances the heat exchange between thefuel particles and increases mixing. The twomain groups can be distinguished: bubblingfluidized bed (BFB) and circulatingfluidized bed (CFB). The principaldifference between them is the velocity ofthe fluidizing agent[39].
Bubbling fluidized bed gasifierIn bubbling fluidized bed gasifier thefuel is fed into or above the sand bed, theoxidizing agent at the bottom moves atspeeds of 2-3 m/s resulting in bubbles andsyngas which leaves through the top of thereactor via a cyclone that separates thesand and fly ash from theproduct gas(Figure 4)[39].
Circulating fluidized bed gasifierIn circulating fluidized bed gasifier,the fuel is fed into the sand, the syngasleaves on top of the cyclone and theoxidizing agent is introduced from thebottom at speeds of 5-10 m/s, which areenough to suspend the bed particlesthroughout the reactor[39]. Some of thesand and char exit the reactor with the gasflow, but they are captured in a cyclone,which returns the bed material into the bed(Figure 5).
Technology ReadinessGasification of fossil fuels iscurrently widely used on industrial scales togenerate electricity. The application of
Figure 4 - Bubbling Fluidized Bed Gasifier
Figure 5 - Circulating Fluidized Bed Gasifier
renewable plant biomass resources for energy production is becoming increasingly urgentworldwide, because it became evident that the sources of fossil fuel energy can beexhausted dramatically with increasing industrial, transport, and agricultural outputs[32].Technologies for fast pyrolysis of wood are progressing rapidly, which enables theconversion of solid wood biomass into a liquid product, bio-oil, which can be used as a fuelor as a raw material for producing valuable chemicals. Therefore, as a fuel, bio-oil is neutralwith respect to the release of carbon dioxide. Upon burning, bio-oil releases a low amountof nitrogen oxide, and no sulfur dioxide is formed[32]. Bio-oil can be stored, pumped over,and transported in the same manner as petroleum products. However, bio-oil has highcorrosive activity, high viscosity, and low heating values compared with the commercialdiesel fuel[40]. Bio-oil can be burned directly in boilers, gas turbines, and diesel engines forheat and power supply[40].
Environmental FactorsAll waste handling systems have emissions and environmental impact. The greatestconcern to the environment and the climate change issues are the gaseous air emissions.Air emissions from biomass power plants include the gaseous products of sulfur dioxide,nitrogen oxide, carbon dioxide, and water vapor[41]. According to the researchers, theseare similar to other solid fuels except that the biomass produces much lower levels ofsulfur dioxide emission than the combustion of coal and the carbon dioxide emissions arenot from fossil fuel sources.Solid waste disposal plays a role in global warming including the greenhouse gases(GHG) from waste combustion. Carbon is released into the atmosphere from the burning orgasification/pyrolysis waste products made from trees and crops, which adds togreenhouse gas levels in the atmosphere. Over time some of this carbon is taken up againby new growth in forests, but in the short-term the damage is done[42].In addition,biomass gasification/pyrolysis systems operate by heating biomass in an environmentwhere the solid biomass breaks down to form a highly flammable gas, methane. Methaneoff-gas can penetrate the interiors of buildings near landfills and expose occupants tosignificant levels of methane. Methane gas explosions are responsible for many deadlymining disasters.Emissions are reduced through managing the combustion process and throughcostly treatment of the flue gas[41]. In gasification/pyrolysis process, the gas cooler andthe wet scrubber containing many soluble like hydrogen chloride, nitric/nitrogen oxide orammonia, that may produce wastewater and insoluble pollutants, such as acetic acid,sulfur, phenol and other oxygenated organic compounds[43]. These chemicals canleachinto the water supply if precautions are not taken. However, gasification/pyrolysisproduces electricity with significantly reduced environmental impact compared toconventional technologies[37].Ash can also contribute to the environmental factors. It is the residual material ofgasification/pyrolysis left over from combustion. It generally consists of noncombustibleminerals in the fuel in salt form and may contain some partially combusted organicmatter[41]. In biomass power plants, ash may be collected in two places. Fly ash (smallparticles) will be carried into the flue system and is removed by the emissions controlequipment (e.g. Bag house or electrostatic precipitator). Bottom ash (larger particles) willaccrue at the bottom of the boiler. Bottom ash is sometimes disposed of in landfills but it
may often be used as a solid amendment or fertilizer in agriculture or as fill for roadconstruction[41]Heavy metalsthat are found in the fly ash require disposal and are notsuitable for use as a fertilizer.In addition, the transportation of waste to disposal sites produces GHGs from thecombustion of the fuel used in the equipment. Finally, the disposal of materials indicatesthat new products are being produced as replacements; this production often requires theuse of fossil fuels to obtain raw materials and manufacture the items[42].
Social FactorsGasification technology will brings good jobs to a community, such as constructionjobs to build a plant, and well-paying permanent jobs needed to run the plant[37].
Economic FactorsGasification/Pyrolysis is an expensive process. Despite many years of research anddevelopment there are few commercially proven gasifiers available and these are generallyvery expensive ($5 million to $10 million per MW installed cost)[41]. The gas produced bythis process requires cleaning to remove the particulates, tar and water which aredamaging to engines and turbines.Biomass is the preferred feedstock because biomass can provide base load power,and there are ample biomass resources which are not considered fossil fuels. However, thebarriers to increase use of biomass to produce electricity are the availability and cost of thebiomass, combustion emissions (gaseous and ash), equipment and maintenance costs, andvariation in the biomass characteristics[41].Gasification works best with relatively dry biomass. Changing the form of thebiomass has several cost implications as does selecting specific feed stocks[44]. Thesechanges have a very significant impact on the fuel costs and subsequently the costs ofoperating the facility. An important item to note is the labor costs involved in gasificationprocess. One certified boiler operator is always required on-site at all times for operation ofany pressurized boiler. That operator will be in charge of operations of the gasificationsystem. The largest additional labor cost for the facility is for biomass handling andlogistics, such as requiring full time employees to stock fuel in the feed system, moving fuel,and maintaining the cleanliness of all storage sites and equipment. The time estimate forthis is approximately 50 hoursper week per employee, with five 8-hour shifts duringweekdays and two 5-hour shifts on the weekends[44].Managing the biomass gasification facility will also take additional labor foractivities such as tracking biomass purchases and shipping, quality control, and emissionsdocumentation. Estimates for this are that a little less than a half time position (15 hoursper week) would be needed to coordinate activities associated with biomass plantoperations. The final area where additional labor is needed is in maintenance, with anestimated average of 20 hours per week needed. These are the average figures forscheduled yearly downtime work, regular cleaning of components, and unscheduled repairof components[44].Another important factor to consider in gasification process is storage of biomassfeedstocks. This is especially critical for heavily processed biomass, which, if it gets wet,will rapidly decay and introduce potential health and safety issues. Therefore, biomassmust be stored in a dry location once it has been ground or densified. While ground
material may survive unprotected for a few weeks, densified materials (pellets orbriquettes) can and most likely will be ruined by a single rainfall or extended exposure tohigh humidity. Therefore, facilities using these materials should be prepared for enclosedstorage in protected bunkers or warehouse type buildings[43].The logistics chain is probably the next most significant expense for biomasssystems. Gasification processes should be designed to significantly reduce the number andscope of biomass handling operations that are required, and harvest site to facilitytransportation should obviously be an important consideration. On-site at the conversionfacility, automation should be used to reduce the amount of labor required for biomassmovement. This is considered low hanging fruit for reducing costs associated withbiomass[43].
Other FactorsThe development of biogas energy facilities in Oregon is subject to required permitsand standards[45]. A land use permit for a gasification and pyrolysis is required and ishandled by the city or county planning department where the proposed facility will belocated. The size and capacity of a gasification and pyrolysis facility determine whetherOregon Department of Environment Quality (DEQ) regulations require application for anAir Contaminant Discharge Permit. Furthermore, dust from transportation, storing andhandling biomass fuels also contributes to total particulate emissions from fuel storage andhandling and from pollution control equipment.The facility will have to obtain additional information from the DEQ Land QualityDivision for solid wastes disposal the DEQ Water Quality Division for wastewatertreatment and storm water control. The gasification and pyrolysis facility that convertsbiomass into a gas, liquid or solid fuel capable of being burned to produce the equivalent ofat least 6 billion Btu per day must also have a site certification from the Energy FacilitySiting Council[45].
SummaryGasification has been reliably used on a commercial scale for more than 75 years inthe refining, fertilizer, and chemical industries.  It has also been used for more than 35years in the electric power industry. The world gasification capacity is projected to grow bymore than 70% by 2015, and it is an investment in our energy future[37].
Direct Combustion
Technology IntroductionIncineration of excess biomass has existed since ancient times.The technologyranges from a simple burn pit, in which biomass is burned using an open self-sustainedflame, to wind screen incinerators that reduce the amount of biomass to anywhere from 2-10% of its original volume.Incineration can be used on both dry and wet biomass, but themethod used must adapt accordingly.
Inputs& Outputs
Burn Pile and Burn BarrelThe throughput of a burn pile or burn barrel is dependent largely on the size,temperature, and material being burned.Given the high water content of corpses, they willburn much more slowly than wood slash[46].The primary output concern with open burnsis the CO2, dioxin and furan emissions.Dioxins are a known carcinogen and can cause birthdefects when exposed to high quantities.Furan, while not as dangerous as dioxins, can be acarcinogen when concentrations are high enough.
Moving Grate and Rotary IncineratorFixed location incinerators have widely varying throughput based on the designedcapacity of the system.Systems can have capacities of up to 3,000 metric ton per day oreven more when designed properly[47].Similar to an open burn, Dioxins and furans are aconcern.
Air Curtain incineratorsAir curtain incinerators have a range of throughput based largely on their size andtransportability.Total throughput can range from 1-10 tons of material per hour(dependent on material being processed)[48].In order to process the biomass, some type ofaccelerant and burning material is used.This requires both wood and diesel fuel to ignitethe fire and run the turbine[46].As an example, an operation to dispose of 500 adult swinecarcasses would require 30 cords of wood and 200 gallons of diesel fuel[46].
Technological Factors
Burn PileA burn pile is the most rudimentary method of incineration.This is simply piling thebiomass that is to be incinerated and igniting it[49].This is the most ancient form ofincineration. One of the notable uses of burn piles for disposing of carcasses was during the1967 and 2001 due to foot and mouth disease[46].
Burn BarrelThis method, as its name implies, is similar to a burn pile but the incineration iscontained within a barrel.Some type of aeration holes are punched in the lower portion ofthe barrel in order to provide oxygen to the flame.Grating is placed over the top to keepembers from escaping.
Moving GrateCommonly referred to as Municipal Solid Waste Incinerators (MSWIs), moving grateincinerators move the material through a boiler where they are ignited by the hightemperature.Air is blown upwards to lift the material off the grate, ensuring a morecomplete burn and to help cool the grate[50].The material is moved to an ash collection pitwhere the ash is deposited.According to the waste incineration directive the flue gasesmust be heated to 1,560°F in order for the toxic organic substances to be broken down[49].Similar to moving grate is fluidized bed incinerating.In this type of incineration thematerial is placed on a sand substrate.Oxygen is then pumped into the sand moving thematerial so that it can be fully incinerated[50].Both of these technologies allow for boilers to be added to the system so that powercan be generated.According to a study done for four plants of varying size using the twoseparate technologies, smaller plants should consider fluidized bed incineration for itsability to produce more efficient electricity than moving grate generators[50].However,given a longer depreciation timeline, a larger moving grate type furnace is moreeconomical[50].The author did note that both technologies are good and feasible for powergeneration[50].The limitation for this is that the incinerator would have to be located in onelocation.This creates a transportation problem in moving the biomass to the incineratorlocation.While this would not be an expected problem for manure or animal carcasses, itmay be a problem for the wood slash as most moving grate style incinerators are designedfor incineration of household goods with a moisture content of 20% to 25%[46].Mostcarcasses are around 70% moisture, and due to the short period of time that the materialspends in the burn chamber, most moving grate incineration facilities do not acceptcarcasses[46].
Rotary IncineratorRotary incinerators are commonly used for disposing of industrial and hazardouswaste.The waste isdeposited into a rotatingdrum that provides liftand tumbling of the solidwaste which increasesthe incinerationrate[51].The burntemperatures range from1,300°F to 2,400°F.Anyunburned waste movesinto a secondarycombustion chamberwhere additional air andheat are added to ensurecompleteincineration[51].Rotary kiln Figure 6 - Rotary Kiln
incinerators produce carbon dioxide, water vapor, oxygen, nitrogen, and acid gases fromthe oxidation process[51].Wet scrubbers are then used to ensure clean air leaves theexhaust stacks[51].Rotary kilns suffer from many of the same limitations as moving grateincinerators in regards to processing carcasses and their stationary placement.
Air Curtain IncineratorsAir curtain incinerators work similarto moving grate incinerators but keep thebiomass stationary.A diagram showing theprocess can be seen in Figure 7.Air is forced across the top of the burnpile which must have some type of woodfuel.This wood source must be chunks ofwood; chipped or ground wood is not usableas the primary fuel for the fire[52].Theairflow over-oxygenates the fire and traps inany particulates (smoke) allowing for morecomplete combustion, with temperaturestypically above 2,000°F[53].This drasticallydecreases the amount of smoke that isproduced and at the same time increases theburn rate of the materials by up to six timesthat of open pit incineration[46].Several different models of air curtainincinerators currently exist.The mostportable option is called a trench burner asseen in Figure 8[48].The unit can be towedbehind a truck to the job site where a trenchis dug.The unit has a long arm that extendsfrom the engine and blower unit to create thecurtain over the trench[48].While this createsadditional work in digging the trench, it doesallow for a more transportable solution.There are also skid mounted units thatare self-contained and are meant to bedelivered to a site and are a stand-alone,above ground, unit (see Figure 9).The firebox,fan, blower, and engine are all self-containedand require no preparation or teardown[53].Similar to the self-contained units asmall generator can be added.This generatorproduces electricity from the heat energygiven off by the combusting biomass.Thiselectricity can then be fed back into the powergrid.This system is also modular so requires
Figure 8 - Trench Air-Curtain Incinerator
Figure 9 - Skid-Mounted Air-Curtain Incinerator
Figure 7 - Air-Curtain Incinerators
little to no setup and teardown.Air screen incinerators can be set up in just about any location.This potentiallyeliminates any problem with having to transport the biomass to the incinerator.However,this does create a fire hazard unless proper fire extinguishing devices are present[53].
Technology Readiness
Burn PileBurn piles have been around for thousands of years.Their usage, containment,effectiveness and pollution are well known.These are used by both large scale operationsas well as in small scale.The technology is extremely inexpensive but the pollution levelsand fire danger are of concern[54].
Burn BarrelBurn barrels have very extensive use near larger metropolitan areas dueto theirability to reduce the amount of particulate that makes it into the air, when compared to aburn pile.However, the pollutants are of concern.The spread of fire is not nearly as high of arisk as with a burn pile[54].
Moving GrateMoving grate incinerators are extensively used by municipalities to incinerate solidwaste.This technology is very widely accepted and available.However this requires astationary plant that the biomass must be transported to.The pollutants are minimal as thehigh temperatures ensure a complete burn of the material and the gases that are producedfrom them.However, with a stationary plant most of these plants recycle the heat energyinto boilers to produce electricity that can be fed back into the power grid[50].
Rotary IncineratorRotary Incinerators are similar to moving grate incinerators in that they areaccepted and currently in use.However, similar to the moving grate incinerator they arelarge and require a fixed location where the biomass must be brought to the site.However,the heat energy can be used to produce electricity which can be fed back into the grid[51].
Air Curtain incineratorsAir curtain incinerators are currently in use, largely in the timber industry for woodslash.Both self-contained skid mounted and trailer mounted can be easily set up on site toensure the most efficient travel distance for the biomass.If using a skid mounted air curtainincinerator, a power generation unit can be added to help feed electricity back into thepower grid.The technology is quite mature, but the amount of fuel (wood and diesel)required for incinerating carcasses can be quite high.Air curtain incinerators are currently being used by many government entities; bothdomestic and foreign[52].While the primary market for the incinerators has been the cleanwood industry (timber and construction), air curtain incinerators are also being usedoverseas for biomass destruction to eradicate infectious diseases from plants andanimals[52].One of the more exotic uses of air curtain incinerators is to destroy contrabandthat is deemed suitable for burning by the government[52].
Environmental FactorsDepending on the method used, incineration can range from very clean to a verypolluting process.
Burn PileThere are many concerns with burn piles.First and foremost is the fear of the firespreading, or in the case of burning wood slash, forest fires[54].The other impact of anuncovered burn pile is the toxic material released through the incineration process.Inparticular, burn piles will produce fine particulate matter, sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide,PAHs, chlorobenzenes, metals, and dioxins[54].These toxins can cause respiratoryproblems in peoplewhich may lead to asthma, chronic bronchitis, or even cause heartattacks.Specifically regarding the burning of carcasses of animals that were destroyed dueto disease, there is a concern that the disease can be spread through open airtransmission[46].Whether burning in a pit, barrel, or open pile, there are drasticallyvarying temperatures found in open burning[46].
Burn BarrelThis method is safer than a burn pile as it does not allow wind to distribute thesmoke and particulate matter[49].While Burn barrels do help minimize the amount ofparticulate matter that is released into the air, it is only marginally better than a burn pile.
Moving Grate and Rotary IncineratorsFrom an environmental standpoint, moving grate incinerators are quite clean aslong as the gases and organic particulate are heated beyond 1560°F to render theminert.The facilities can be kept quite clean, and the ash material is safe for disposal inlandfills.The ash is also used as aggregate in cement or as a filler in constructionprojects[55].The heavy metals that precipitate in the incineration process can be harvestedand then recycled[55].Most moving grate systems are designed to capture the heat energy and convert it toelectric energy as well as providing heat to the local area or into the neighboringareas[55].This is an excellent opportunity to not only eliminate waste biomass, but also torecapture some of the energy required to dispose of it for other purposes.
Air Curtain incineratorsThe greatest environmental concern with air curtain incinerators is the spread offire due to the high heat and air velocity generated by the process.This can be accounted forby ensuring proper fire extinguishing devices and services are available along with trainedpersonnel to handle an uncontrolled fire situation[53].There is some concern around the amount of fuel needed to fuel both the curtainincinerators and the burning pile[46].This issue can be minimized by the use of biofuels.Toensure a more environmentally friendly process the biofuel can be derived from asecondary biomass disposal process such as bio-oils from gasification of wood slash.Also,this slash can be used to fuel the burning pile if burning carcasses or manure.Due to the 2000°F temperatures produced when using an air curtain incinerator,most of the toxic particulate and fumes are burned as they are “trapped” by the air
curtain[53].This means that there is little to no smoke given off by incineration whichmakes this process one of the cleaner options available.Also, when combined with a power generation unit, the electricity that is producedfrom the burn process can be fed back into the power grid or potentially can power anothertype biomass disposal technology[48].
Social Factors
Burn PileBurn piles create a societal dichotomy.Many people in rural areas do not mind thesmoke and remnants of burn piles.Many people who live in these rural areas may use burnpiles to dispose of most, if not all, of their solid waste as they may not have garbageservice.On the other hand people who dwell in more urban environments do not like seeingtowers of black smoke from fires and do not appreciate the smells and fumes they create.
Burn BarrelBurn barrels are similar to burn piles in the dichotomy that they create insociety.Burn barrels should be treated as having the same societal impact as burn piles.
Moving GrateMoving grate incinerators are not typically considered by most of society.The onlymajor impact that is seen from a social aspect is on taxpayers.The facilities can be costlyand have a limited capacity that must be considered[46].Also, fixed facility incinerators arelarge and can be unsightly due to most modern fixed facility incinerators having asecondary burn chamber to ensure particulate matter does not escape the process.Whilethis is not always of the utmost concern, it needs to be considered when choosing theproper biomass disposal method.
Rotary IncineratorRotary incinerators fall into a similar social category to moving grate incinerators inthat they are expensive and are in a fixed location.This requires the transport of biomass tothe facility and can be large and unsightly.
Air Curtain incineratorsAir curtain incinerators are not generally seen by the public as they aretransportable.Usually they show up to a job site, do their job and are packed up and takenelsewhere.Permits are typically required for burning, but that is a small thing to overcometo ensure the proper disposal of biomass.One factor that does not to be considered is therelative noise level that would be generated from the sound of a diesel engine and blowerrunning for 8-12 hours a day for several days to dispose of biomass.
Economic Factors
Burn PileEconomically burn piles are incredibly inexpensive.They simply require a burnablematerial for fuel (wood) and some type of accelerant to ignite it[46].However, for howinexpensive the process can be, this must be considered against the toxic particulate and
pollution impact that can arise with burn piles.Also, should the fire become uncontrolled aforest fire may have to be dealt with.
Burn BarrelBurn barrels are as economic as a burn pile with the added expense of a steelbarrel.The spread of fire is not as big of a concern, but the particulate that is generated isequal to burn piles.
Moving Grate and Rotary IncineratorsUsing a landfill for the disposal of household items is more economical thanincineration[56].The average cost to incinerate household waste typically ranges from $25-$100 per metric ton when compared to landfilling which ranges from $10-$40[56].Thismeans that the building of a moving grate incinerator would purely support the destructionof biomass.It is widely accepted that moving grate incinerators, even when using the offsetcosts of the electricity that is generated, are expensive to operate[56].Lastly, in building astationary moving grate incinerator the cost to collect and transport the biomass to thefacility must be considered.
Air Curtain incineratorsAir curtain incinerators require little investment when compared to moving grate orrotary incinerators.The units are mobile and can be modular which eliminates anyconcerns around transporting the biomass to the site.Also, the sites that would use aircurtain incinerators typically have the necessary equipment to dig a pit and load the fueland material to be burned.The cost to purchase an air curtain incineration device for municipal use would beabout $54,000 delivered four to six weeks after purchase[52].The device could be ownedby the county and leased along with the issuance of permits for burning[52]However, air curtain incinerators require fuel to run the units as well as fuel for thefire (typically wood).This is an expense that cannot be ignored but can be mitigated byusing slash for the wood fuel and biodiesel derived from a recycling process as the fuelsource.
SummaryIncineration is a very viable option for the disposal of biomass.Given the abovefactors it can be easily seen that the processes do have their own unique benefits in regardsto cost, environmental friendliness, and social perception.For these reasons and givenTillamook County’s situation, the air curtain incinerator would be the best option.Severalunits could be purchased for the county to lease to those who need them along with theburn permits necessary.Transporting biomass can be a very costly endeavor as opposed totransporting the ash derived from the incineration process.The process can be made evenmore environmentally friendly with the addition of a power generation unit and the use ofbiofuels.The flexibility that this offers would prove invaluable to the county.
ConclusionEach of the technologies presented provides significant capabilities within specificfields or usage scenarios. As such, any one of these technologies might be a good choicegiven a project’s needs, but in this scenario, Tillamook County needs a mature solution thatprovides considerable environmental benefits while minimizing costs. These are the mostsignificant driving factors, but secondarily, any implementation needs to be accepted intothe region and well-received and regarded as a positive, public good. These four factors,Technological, Environmental, Social, and Economic provide the lens through which weassess these technologies to accurately postulate their fit within the County’s restraints.After reviewing each technology in depth, we can draw some conclusions as to theirviability as a pilot project for Tillamook County.
Incineration:This is the simplest technology, widely adopted, and is already used in open burnpiles in order to minimize the timber slash at each harvesting site. Open burn piles areinefficient and high on the pollution scale, both in greenhouse gas emissions andparticulate matter. This is the baseline from which to improve and modern incinerationtechnology does indeed provide suitable upgrades. Air curtain incinerators can be movedto job sites, but they require operators, additional fuel, and have a significant initial capitalcosts along with ongoing maintenance or replacement that would be required. The mainimprovement is in the high temperature environment created which significantly reducestoxins and particulate matter through a more complete combustion process. This is similarwith fixed-location incinerators; you reduce the amount of toxic pollutants, but thereremains a significant net energy input in addition to the initial and ongoing costs.While any improvement to air quality is lauded, the carbon from timber slash isprimarily released into the atmosphere and the net gains (capital and operationalexpenses) do not justify this mediocre step forward in reducing environmental impact.Combine this lackluster improvement with the inefficiencies involved in burning high-water-content waste streams, which is the definition of the mortality carcasses and themuch larger manure waste streams, and you end up with a technology that doesn’t fitTillamook County’s needs. Leaving the slash to decompose naturally instead of burning it inpiles is the more viable, zero-cost solution.
GasificationNext we have gasification, a technology that has been around a long time, but onlyrecently found strong market drivers with high petrol prices and the world’s growingdemand for renewable energy production. On a maturity level, this technology is proven,but has less research efforts, and more importantly, less commercialization within ourregional and national market. It improves on the environmental output of incineration inthat you get usable products of char, biogas, and methane. These are great commodities ifyou have the ability to resell them to a viable market, but it also means having consistent,significant supply to make it scale. Given this is a carbon-oriented cycle involved, the bestfeedstock is the timber slash, and again the technology suffers when applied to the other,high-moisture-content waste. The amount of energy needed as an input far exceeds thevalue of the end product on today’s energy and fuel markets.
Clever design could take this technology a bit further by providing interesting options,such as producing compressed natural gas or biogas to power a fleet of County-operatedvehicles, but the economics of this quickly fall short unless the value in public relationsdrastically outclasses the economic limitations. This is a technology we feel has a great futurein developing markets where insufficient access to petroleum requires alternate fuel sources,or on projects that have a large, dry, consistent supply of high-carbon waste. That is notTillamook County.
CompostingAs shown in our analysis, composting is highly mature; the technology is applied atmetropolitan levels to great success in both waste-stream reduction and public relationstriumph. Managing this natural process is well researched, relatively simple, and backed by acompetitive commercial industry. Composting is a technology that has been around a long timeand it improves the output related to all three waste streams. With timber slash you wouldeliminateopen burn piles; the toxins, pollutants, particulate matter, and carbon entering theatmosphere and environment would cease. For manure, you can already spread the feedstockdirectly onto fields as a fertilizer, however when composted, your output product is a higherquality, balanced fertilizer that has been cleaned of infectious disease and unwanted seedcontamination. This could significantly improve watershed management in the Tillamook areawhile providing a product that can be immediately recycled back into the local farm ecosystem.Bovine mortalities can also be incorporated directly into the composting process with littlemodification or extra steps required. Guides published by government agencies as well asrecommended best practices from academic sources are readily available. Of the technologiesinvestigated, composting is the only one that handles all three waste streams with little or nomodification.Composting has many variations and as such has a large range in initial, fixed, andongoing costs that makes it difficult to calculate specific returns. Unlike the other technologies,the biggest investment will be in land, equipment, and operations monitoring and turning thecompost to ensure an efficient process and quality product. With a large commercial industryof purpose-built equipment to support such an endeavor, composting is the closest thing toturn-keysolution available given the constraints. The simplicity, paired with the industrysupport, a saleable end product, and a viable market makes the initial analysis an easyrecommendation for composting as the most viable technology for Tillamook County to investin.
Further ResearchAll of these technologies need detailed planning with feasibility, cost, and site analysis.With this technology assessment, we can clearly recommend that Tillamook County invest inthe next phase of implementation planning and focus on composting as a top-prioritytechnology. Even with the strengths of composting as a means to deal with these wastestreams, some costs and impacts will have to be born. Determining these costs, evaluatingsavings created by centrally locating a facility, revenues from the sale of compost, etc. arerequired to fully understand the fiscal implications of a pilot plant. If Tillamook County iscommitted to improving the environmental impacts of its top industries, investments will haveto be made, but these investments will make a big difference in the regions environmental andeconomic footprint. Composting is a mature technology that willhelp Tillamook Co. get there.
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